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1 Introduction

Shipping companies are aiming at constant develop-
ment of their competitive abilities while increasing the
importance of their role in international trade. Ship-
ping enterprises have to make business decisions dur-
ing the process of choosing investment directions by
ordering a new vessel or purchasing one.

Carefully chosen decisions can prevent compa-
nies from unintended outcomes of their future actions.
The problem of how globally ineffective outcomes
may arise out locally effective decisions is discussed
in [21].

Making a decision based on comparing responses
coming from different sources has allways been diffi-
cult. In this paper we propose application of a decision
support system for selecting a shipyard based on the
quality of services provided by a number of shipyards
in case a shipping company decides to order a new
ship. This can be particularly useful for researchers
and system developers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated work and statements from many-valued logic
may be found in Section 2 and Section 3 respectively.
Application various truth values is presented in Sec-
tion 4. The system architecture is described in Sec-
tion 5. The conclusion is placed in Section 6.

2 Background
According to the Aristotle’s low of the excluded mid-
dle and the low of non-contradiction for any propo-
sition σ, the propositionσ or ¬σ is true by logical
necessity, and the propositionσ and¬σ cannot both
be true. At the same time Aristotle has mentioned the
possibility of future contingencies.

There are three categories in Hegel’s logic ’be-
ing’, ’nothing’, and ’becoming’, [9]. The third one
has aspects of both ’being’ and ’nothing’ and corre-
sponds to what something is when it is in the state
between nothing and being.

Apart from philosophical problems modern
databases have to deal with incomplete and contra-
dictory information. These problems that cannot be
solved following the lows of excluded middle and/or
non-contradiction.

Lukasiewicz has devised a three-valued calculus
whose third value,1

2
, is attached to propositions re-

ferring to future contingencies [20]. The third truth
value can be construed as ’intermediate’ or ’neutral’
or ’indeterminate’ [24], [22], and [23].

The semantic characterization of a four-valued
logic for expressing practical deductive processes is
presented in [2]. In most information systems the
management of databases is not considered to include
neither explicit nor hidden inconsistencies. In real life
situation information often come from different con-
tradicting sources. Thus different sources can provide
inconsistent data while deductive reasoning may re-
sult in hidden inconsistencies. The idea in Belnap’s
approach is to develop a logic that is not that depend-
able of inconsistencies. The Belnap’s logic has four
truth values ’T, F, Both, None’. The meaning of these
values can be described as follows:

• an atomic sentence is stated to be true only (T),

• an atomic sentence is stated to be false only (F),

• an atomic sentence is stated to be both true and
false, for instance, by different sources, or in dif-
ferent points of time (Both), and
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Figure 1: Logical lattice

• an atomic sentences status is unknown. That is,
neither true, nor false (None).

The four truth values are arranged in a logical lattice
[2] in Fig. 1. A logical conjunction and logical dis-
junction are related to the meet operation and to the
join operation respectively.

The lattice in Fig. 1 is presented in terms of sub-
sets of{0, 1} in Fig. 2, [8].

Extensions of Belnap’s logic are discussed in [10]
and [19].

Interesting examples of poor decision making can
be found in [26].

Two kinds of negation, weak and strong negation
are discussed in [27]. Weak negation or negation-as-
failure refers to cases when it cannot be proved that
a sentence is true. Strong negation or constructable
falsity is used when the falsity of a sentence is directly
established.

Logic in preference modeling is discussed in [4],
[18], and [22]. In [13] it is shown that additional
reasoning power can be obtained without sacrificing
performance, by building a prototype software model-
checker using Belnap logic.

Python applications are known for increasing
overall efficiency in the maritime industry [16].

LAMP is a collective name for the tools of Linux,
Apache web server, MySQL database application,
PHP scripting language, Perl programming language,
and Python programming language. They have the
advantage of being freely available, easily configured,
and robust. They are a subject of constant develop-
ment and improvement and are well known to be eas-
ily deployed, fully configured, and maintained with
minimal efforts. The LAMP tools assist developers to
do creative work without being bothered by adminis-
trative details.

{ 1 }  =  T

{ }  =  N {1 ,  0 }  =  B

{ 0 }  =  F

Figure 2: Subsets of{0, 1}

3 Lattices

Lattice theory have been investigated by many re-
searchers like [3], [7], [11], [12],

A lattice is a partially ordered set [5], closed un-
der least upper and greatest lower bounds:

• the least upper bound ofα andβ is called the join
of α andβ, and is sometimes written asα+ β,

• the greatest lower bound is called the meet and is
sometimes written asαβ̇.

A billatice is a set equipped with two partial or-
derings≤t and≤k.

• Thet partial ordering≤t means that if two truth
valuesφ,ψ are related asφ ≤t ψ thenψ is at
least as trueφ.

• Thek partial ordering≤k means that if two truth
valuesφ,ψ are related asφ ≤k ψ thenψ labels a
sentence about which we have more knowledge
than a sentence labeled withφ.

The generalized constructive truth-value space
has as a base a setI = 〈T, F, t, f〉 containing the
initial truth values

• T - a sentence is constructively proven

• F - a sentence is constructively refuted

• t - a sentence is acceptable

• f - a sentence is rejectable
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The power set ofI gives sixteen generalized truth
values:

• { } - empty multivalue,

• { T } - a sentence is constructively proven,

• { F } - a sentence is constructively refuted,

• { t} - a sentence is acceptable,

• { f} - a sentence is rejectable,

• { T, F } - a sentence is constructively proven
and constructively refuted,

• { T, t} - a sentence is constructively proven
and acceptable

• { T, f} - a sentence is constructively proven
and rejectable

• { F, t} - a sentence is constructively refuted
and acceptable

• { F, f} - a sentence is constructively refuted
and rejectable

• { t, f} - a sentence is acceptable
and rejectable

• { T, F , t} - a sentence is constructively proven,
a sentence is constructively refuted,
and acceptable

• { T, F , f} - a sentence is constructively proven,
a sentence is constructively refuted,
, and rejectable

• { T, t , f} - a sentence is constructively proven,
acceptable, and rejectable

• { F, t , f} - a sentence is constructively refuted,
acceptable, and rejectable

• { T, F , t, f} - a sentence is constructively proven,
constructively refuted,
acceptable, and rejectable

The empty multivalue is denoted byN andA rep-
resents the set that contains the initial truth values
T, F, t, f .

The truth table for the 16 truth values is Table 2.
A trilattice is a structure

T = (S,≤i,≤t,≤c)

such thatS is a nonempty set and(S,≤i), (S,≤t)
and(S,≤c) are complete lattices.

The three partial orderings≤i,≤t,≤c arrange el-
ements according to the possessed degree of informa-
tion, truth and constructivity respectively. The bounds
relative to the three partial orderings are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Accomplished constructions (proofs and dis-
proofs) are presented by constructive values. Non-
constructive truth values do not imply any completed
construction.

The sixteen truth values can be arranged in a tri-
lattice with five information levels, five logical levels
and five levels of constructivity [25].

4 Service Quality

Suppose a ship company is planning on building a new
vessel. Once the vessel type is determined the com-
pany has to decide which shipyard is going to under-
take the job. One of the many challenges in this pro-
cess is related to service quality provided by various
shipyards.

In order to facilitate the process we propose ap-
plication of a Web-based system involving intelligent
agents. Shipyards interested to accept jobs from in-
ternational ship companies send detailed information
about the services they provide to available databases.
These databases register information about the qual-
ity of their services including references from former
customers.

When a company employee sends a quarry about
service quality of several shipyards an intelligent
agent is collecting proper data from all accessible
databases. Another intelligent agent is arranging the
collected by the first agent shipyards in a lattice struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 3 ([25]) according to the em-
ployee’s request.
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Ordering Bounds Most and least elements
in the power set ofI

≤i the initial truth values, empty multivalue informative

≤t constructively proven and acceptable, true
constructively refuted and rejectable

≤c constructively proven and constructively refuted, constructive
acceptable and rejectable

Table 1: The bounds relative to the three partial orderings
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Figure 3: Sublattice of a trilattice
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F N F N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

t N N t N N N N N N N N N N N N N

f N N N f N N N N N N N N N N N N

TF N N N N TF T T F F N T F T F N N

Tt N N N N T Tt T t N t t T T t t N

Tf N N N N T T Tf N f f T f T f T N

Ft N N N N F T N Ft F N t t t F F N

Ff N N N N F N f F Ff f F f f f f N

tf N N N N N t f N f tf t f t f N N

TFt N N N N T t T t F t TFt TF Tt N Ft N

TFf N N N N F T f t f f TF TFf Tf Ff Ff N

Ttf N N N N T T T t f t Tt Tf Ttf ft ft N

Ftf N N N N F t f F f f N Ff tf Fft ft N

TFtf N N N N N t T F f N Ft Ff tf tf TFtf N

N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N

Table 2: Truth table
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The initial truth valuesT, F, t, f are assigned as
answers to questions like ’Does companyX provide
good service quality in terms of flexibility?’. The truth
values have the following meaning

• T - ’a sentence is constructively proven’ means
that there is a customer with positive opinion
who has actually being using the services of that
shipyards

• F - ’a sentence is constructively refuted’ means
that there is a customer with negative opinion
who has actually being using the services of that
shipyards

• t - ’a sentence is acceptable’ means that there is
a customer with positive opinion who has not ac-
tually being using the services of that shipyards

• f - ’a sentence is rejectable’ means that there is a
customer with negative opinion who has not ac-
tually being using the services of that shipyards

The relations between these truth values are pre-
sented in Table 2, [25].

5 System Architecture

The prototype system was implemented using the so-
called LAMP Web application infrastructure and de-
ployment paradigm. The architectural framework was
build with a combination of free software tools on a
Linux operating system of an Apache Web server, a
database server and a programming environment us-
ing scripting language.

The system implementers can choose and mix
these tools freely. This in contrast to commercial Web
application platforms like for example, ASP.net from
[14], JavaServer from Sun [15], and WebSphere from
IBM [17].

Our prototype system is composed of two loosely
couple Web servers deployment:
- a Web server for users interface to the system and
- a Web server for agents management.
The deployment in our two servers prototype system
is based on

• an Apache front end Web server,

• a Python run-time environment for middleware
application for dynamic content, data integration
and users’ administration, and

• a backend database based on lightweight SQLite
database engine.

1 .  U s e r  A u t h e n t i c a t o r
2 .  U s e r  P r o f i l e r
3 .  U s e r  I n t e r f a c e
4 .  R e v i e w e r  I n t e r f a c e

1 .  W e b  S e a r c h  A g e n t
2 .  I n t e l e g e n t  E v a l u a t o r
3 .  C o m p o n y  P r o f i l e r
4 .  E x p e r t  I n t e r f a c e

A d m i n E x p e r t U s e r

H T T P

H T T P

H T T P

S Q L

S Q L

J S O N - R P C

W e b  s e r v e r

A p p l  s e r v e r

   

  

Figure 4: System architecture

HTTP server from the Apache Software Founda-
tion is a robust and extendable Web server. Apache
has been the most popular web server on the Internet
since 1996. Web server from Apache is composed of
the core which provides the basic functionalities and
can be extended using modules. In our implementa-
tion, the Web server is extended with a Python inter-
preter by using ’modpython’ module.

Python is a dynamic object-oriented program-
ming language and can be installed and run on most
operating systems and machine platforms. Python of-
fers strong integration with operating system environ-
ment, other languages and software tools by utilizing
its extensive standard libraries. Python syntax is sim-
ple and clear which helps to increase productivity of
the system implementers. Incorporating Python in-
terpreter directly within Apache Web server by using
’mod python’ increases the power of the Web server
by providing a dynamic programmable run-time envi-
ronment.

SQLite database engine is

• self-contained: It is written in ANSI-C and it
makes minimal use of the standardC library or
system calls.

• serverless: Database access during read or write
is done directly from or to files. There is no need
for intermediate server process. SQLite does not
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administer its own user and access control, it uses
an operating system file protection mechanism.

• zero-configuration: There is no separate process
to be initialized and stared, and there is no need
for administrators and users.

• transactional: All transactions are atomic, con-
sistent, isolated and durable.

• multiple databases: Data can be stored in mul-
tiple files that can be attached together as one
database.

The two Web servers deployment are joined to-
gether with a communication framework based on
JSON remote procedure call (JSON-RPC over HTTP)
written in Python. JSON stands for JavaScript Object
Notation and it is a lightweight data-interchange for-
mat. It is more compact then XML without sacrificing
expressiveness. JSON structure is perfect for packag-
ing and sending data in RPC request and reply mes-
sages.

JSON-RPC supports three type of massage
format: request, response, and notification.

1. A request message contains four elements

• version: required since JSON-RPC 1.1

• method: a string providing the name of the re-
mote procedure to be invoked by the server

• params: an array of objects to pass as arguments
to the procedure

• id: the request identifier of any type which will
be used to match request\response messages

An example of request message

POST /JRPC HTTP/1.1\\
User-Agent: test/1.0\\
Host: siam.uib.no\\
Content-Type: application/json\\
Content-Length: 201\\
Accept: application/json\\

{
"version" : "1.0",
"method" : "sum",
"params" : [ 10, 20 ],
"id" : "rpc#1-test@siam"

}

2. A response message contains three elements

• version: required since JSON-RPC 1.1

• result: an object as the result from the remote
procedure invocation (or) error: an error object if
there was an error invoking the remote procedure

• id: this must be the same identifier as the request
it is responding to.

An example of response message

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Connection: close
Content-Length: 53
Content-Type: application/json
Date: Sat, 08 Jul 2006 12:04:08 GMT
Server: Apache+Mod_python/2.1

{
"version" : "1.0",
"result" : 30,
"id" : "rpc#1-test@siam"

}

3. A notification message. It is a special request
which does not have a response. It has the same for-
mat as the request message except that the ”id” must
be null.

Besides providing interface to the system for ex-
pert users, the application server also provides search
and intelligent evaluation services. The application
server acts as agents’ manager for long running pro-
grams related to search and analysis of data gath-
ered. The separation of these two units made it possi-
ble to modularly design and implement the system as
loosely coupled independent sub-systems. The pur-
pose of the search agent is to search for different
reviews from independent reviewers about a partic-
ular shipyard. This process will eventually build a
database of shipyards’ service qualities reviewed by
different expert reviewers. By providing an expert
users Web interface, the system invites expert review-
ers to submit their reviews of shipyards they have had
experience working with.

The Web server provides user interface to the sys-
tem. The user authenticator and user profiler modules
play an important role in controlling every particular
client, expert or administrator authenticity. Only valid
expert reviewers can submit reviews and only regis-
tered clients can make use of the system. The adminis-
trator can approve the results of a search agent before
the data is submitted to the database. The purpose of
the intelligent evaluator is to rank the shipyards’ ser-
vice qualities at any one time in response to users’
queries.
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The Web server’s middleware and the application
server’s software agents can run in parallel, indepen-
dently of each other. As such, they can be situated
on different servers. The middleware implements the
Web user interface side of the system while the soft-
ware agents implement the evaluation side of decision
process. The two sub-system can also be implemented
on the same server running only one Web server. In
that case the Web server will listen on port 80 while
the application server runs on different port, for exam-
ple port 88.

6 Conclusion
Application of such a system can certainly shorten
the process of vessel building. The main challenges
are related to a creation and maintenance of reliable
databases.
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